
 

 

Toronto City Council 

An open letter 

 

Dear City Council, 

In December the National Reading Campaign and People for Education released a report on 
the Joy of Reading in which stated that only 50% of Ontario elementary school children now 
report that they “liked to read,”—down from 75% ten years ago.  This fact elicited a great deal of 
concern and media coverage.  In an editorial the Globe and Mail placed the responsibility for this 
on the shoulders of parents. 

Children living in Toronto already have very uneven access to the things that are known to help 
children become life-long readers. Not all schools have resources for their school libraries 
(particularly those in low-income neighbourhoods), and lower-income parents lack both the 
money to buy books for their homes and often the time to devote to reading to their children.   

And yet we know that liking to read is a critically important measure of future success in life.    

There is one place where these inequalities can be addressed and where children who are left 
behind in so many other ways can get the chance to become life-long readers who love to read—
and that is our excellent public library system. 

City Council has been inundated by testimonials from people saying how vital the libraries are.  
Yet it is precisely in the essential areas of access to the library, reading promotion programs, and 
services to children, new Canadians and others that your budget committee has apparently 
refused to heed the advice of the library board, appointed by your current regime.  How is this 
possible?   

Torontonians have an obligation to give every child living in this city the chance to have a 
successful life by becoming life-long readers.  Our democracy and sense of fairness demand it. 

Please do not cut the library budget by 10%.  It would be a highly irresponsible act as well as an 
extremely unreasonable one.  It makes no sense. 

 

 

Patricia Aldana  C.M. 

Rick Wilks 

Co-chairs National Reading Campaign 

For further information contact: paldana@groundwoodbooks.com 416 363 4343 ext. 230 
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